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Calculations on side surface area of 2200cm2
All of the WTM series have a bottom section diameter of 152mm. The spigot supplied 
for mounting antennas is 50mm diameter and 150mm long, unless specified 
otherwise when ordered. It is suitable for most types of rotators.
 •Robust construction - mast sections constructed from heat treated aluminium alloy
 •Full length splines prevent relative rotation
 •Sections extended simultaneously by stainless steel rope system
 •Specially designed hand or electric winch featuring:
 •Grooved drum to prevent wire bunching
 •Disc brake
 •Noiseless operation
 •Fully machined involute gears for smooth operation
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Winch Operated Mast
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M ft M ft inches lbs lbs mph lbs

WTM/1 13 43 5.37 17.62 3 4 110 51 80 176

WTM/2 17 57 5.48 18.00 4 2.9 99 35 59 202

WTM/3 21 70 5.63 18.46 5  1.9 44 22 49 224

WTM/4 9 29 2.98 9.78 4 2.9 121 84 99 136

All dimensions are approximate.

These masts will support large 3 element antennas providing that the maximum operating heights specified 
in this table are not exceeded. The figures are for a typical antenna with a boom length of 14 ft and element 
length of 27 ft giving wind loads of 100 Ibs at 80mph.

WTM/1 and WTM/2

This mast is intended for smaller antennas where maximum height is of prime importance. It is particularly 
useful for experimental work and field strength measurement. However, if under extremely windy conditions 
the operating heights are reduced to those shown in the above table it will withstand the same wind loading 
as the WTM/2 mast.

WTM/3

This mast has been developed to withstand high head loads at heights of up to 29 ft. It will safely support a 
2 ft diameter dish at a wind speed of 100 mph or a 3 ft diameter dish at a wind speed of 62 mph. It has a 
retracted length of only 9.78 ft making it ideally suitable for fitting to the rear of telecommunications 
vehicles. A 6.5 ft extension is available if required.

WTM/4

Due to the wide variety of applications and methods of mounting, the 
masts are manufactured as basic units. It is, therefore necessary when 
ordering to specify the type of mast, type of winch, mounting 
arrangement and accessories required.


